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Riot GamesCovid
Operations
By Henry Crespi

Riot Games, the leader and
forerunner in the eSports and gaming
industry in the midst of the Covid-19
pandemic still plans to hold all of its
planned events for 2021.
Before the pandemic occurred, Riot
had planned to hold their 10th annual
League of Legends eSports World
Championship in Shanghai. Holding
the event in China?s most populous city
seemed impossible. Riot developed
new policies and regulations for this
tournament to remain covid safe and
operational. Players were given
international athlete visas to travel to
Shanghai and were tested both before
and after their departure. After arriving
all the players are required to
quarantine for 14 days in hotels.
Players were given weekly Covid tests
and daily temperature checks. After
quarantining players were allowed to
meet in person but had to maintain 6
feet apart and wear masks at all times.
Transportation from the hotel to the
event will be coordinated by Riot in
order to manage the possibility of
spreading Covid. Finally Riot made an
allowance for a live audience that was a
reduced size and had to sit select
distances apart from each other while
watching the event. Of course wearing

a mask is mandatory to attend the
event.
Amidst the pandemic Riot hopes to
lead the way for businesses standards
and policy during this trying time.
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APolitical Timeline of
theNewYear ThusFar
By Ben Coddington
It?s a new year, and just about
everyone is hoping that 2021 will be
somewhat normal after the disaster
that was 2020. However, just two
weeks into the new year, it already
appears that will not be the case with
U.S. politics. As a country, the U.S. is
just as divided as ever. With just
about a week until inauguration day
when President-elect Joe Biden will
be sworn in as the forty-sixth
president of the United States,
tensions are high in the nation?s
capital. The new year kicked off with
something for both Republicans and
Democrats to be upset over. The first
being Nancy Pelosi?s reelection as
Speaker of the House, something that
certainly did not sit well with the
right. The other being the tape of
President Trump pressuring Georgia
election officials to ?find 11,780
votes? to overturn the results, which
caused an uproar from the left.
January?s first major event was the
Georgia Senate runoff elections,
which decided which party would
have the majority of senators in office
and, therefore, control the Senate.
Since no candidate received more
than fifty percent of the vote back in
November, Georgia election law says
that the two candidates with the most
votes must go to a runoff. The
candidates included Sen. David
Perdue (Republican) versus Jon
Ossoff (Democrat) and Sen. Kelly
Loeffler (Republican) versus Rev.
Raphael Warnock (Democrat). By
January 5, it seemed that both Jon
Ossoff and Rev. Raphael Warnock
had won their respective races and

would tip the balance in the U.S.
Senate to a Democrat majority. The
victory for the democrats means that
they will now control both the House
of Representatives and the Senate.
However, the results were not going
to be accepted easily by many
supporters of President Trump.
The following day, President
Trump made a speech to his
supporters at the ?Save America
March.? In the speech, he told them
they must ?fight much harder? and
?show strength.? He also said, ?You'll
never take back our country with
weakness,? and ?demand that
Congress do the right thing... fight
like hell,? which many there seemed
to take literally. Later that day, an
angry mob of pro-Trump protestors
descended upon the U.S. Capital
where the 117th U.S. Congress was
convening to certify the 2020
presidential election results. As the
Capitol was breached by rioters, it
was placed on lockdown and police
ordered evacuations, forcing the
Congress meeting to be postponed.
The events on Capitol Hill last
Wednesday have led to plenty of
controversy and outrage. By the end
of the day, five people had been
fatally wounded in the chaos.
After the rioters were removed
from the building, Congress
reconvened to finish the certification
of the U.S. election results. In the
early morning hours of January 7,
Congress certified Joe Biden as the
winner of the presidential election.
Many claim that Trump?s words to
his supporters on January 6th incited
the violence at the Capitol, and many
politicians, both Democrats and
Republicans have called for his
impeachment as a result. Speaker of
the House Nancy Pelosi even called
on Vice President Mike Pence to
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invoke the 25th Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and immediately
remove Donald Trump from power.
However, Pence refused the demand,
saying that doing so would not ?be in
the best interest of our Nation or
consistent with our Constitution.?
Nonetheless, with just a week left in
his presidency, the House of
Representatives began impeachment
proceedings for the second time in
Trump's presidency on Monday. By
Wednesday the House concluded the
proceedings having successfully
impeached the president. President
Trump is the first president in U.S.
history to be impeached twice.
In the aftermath of last Wednesday's
riots, the social media platform
Twitter has banned President Trump
permanently amidst worries that he
would use the platform to incite more
violence in the coming days before
the inauguration. Many additional
social media platforms have followed
suit with more bans or suspensions
placed on the President?s accounts.
Additionally, the security detail for
the inauguration has been beefed up
significantly to ensure the safety of
all attendees. There could be up to
15,000 National Guard members in
Washington on January 20 according
to defense officials. With the
inauguration just a week away, and
the FBI warning that they have
received word that there are already
plans for armed protests in all 50 state
capitals and D.C. in the days leading
up to the inauguration, it would seem
the chaos is far from over.
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SenateRaceAttracts
YoungVoters
By Ella Kenyon

In one of the most pivotal elections of the election season, Georgian politicians and their campaigns
targeted young voters that were predicted to have the power to flip the
senate democratic. Both the campaign of Warnock and, most notably,
Ossoff, used social media as a
means of communicating with
young voters.
TikTok has become a favorite
platform of Gen Z, and campaigns
took advantage of popular trends
that everyone wanted to get in on.
Jon Ossoff, senator-elect, grew in
popularity on the app, gaining almost half a million followers and
earning upwards of one million
views on many of his videos.
TikTok is not the only way these
politicians had connected with
young voters. Recently, Osoff and
Warnock held a game night on a
popular videogame streaming platform called Twitch. In this event,
people (mostly under the age of 30)
were able to see these politicians
game, while simultaneously learning
about their policies first hand.
It was found in the national election that in the state of Georgia,
people under 30 cast 16% of the
votes, in comparison to the 13% nationwide. With such a small margin
of victory in the state of Georgia,
Warnock and Osoffs tactics of attracting young voters were incredibly necessary. With Osoff ?s recent
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win of 2,262,523 votes to 2,211,865,
his efforts to appeal to a younger
demographic seemed to work perfectly.
.
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TheCollegeAdmissions
Crisis
By Dora Ammerman
As college application deadlines approach, many fears about admission
have arisen amongst students across
the United States. Though many colleges have decided upon going testoptional this year, new challenges are
being faced by both applicants and admissions officers.
Due to the removal of test requirements, many students are trying to get
into prestigious schools they once
deemed out of their reach. In December of 2020, Ivy League Colleges reported a dramatic increase in EarlyAdmission applicant pools. Even in
smaller liberal arts colleges, admissions officers are observing considerable growth in applications this year.
Subsequently, the acceptance rates of
many universities have plummeted.
One of the reasons for the reduction
of spots for the class of ?21 applying
to colleges this year is due to deferrals.
Many seniors last year decided to take
gap years post-acceptance, reserving
their spots in colleges for this year. In
comparison to previous years with 50
deferrals, the number increased to 200
at University of Pennsylvania last
year. Furthermore, there is an abundance of international student applications this year. International applicant
volume rose by 11% in December,
which additionally contributes to the
acceptance rate decline. Unfortunately,
it is expected that students applying to
college next year will face the same
challenge. It is quite possible that this
cycle will continue for a couple of
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years.
Although applications to top-notch
schools have increased, there has been
a decrease in overall undergraduate
applications. As the cost of college remains high, economic circumstances
have caused lethargy among economically disadvantaged students. According to the Common App, the number
of students filling out applications
dropped by 2%. Common App noticed
that the decline was especially abrupt
for first-generation applicants.
This admissions year may prove to
be one of the most competitive in history and, while college application
season comes to a close, students must
mentally prepare for the deadly month
of March. From the EP, we wish all
college applicants luck for the coming
weeks of waiting and wondering.
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Whydideveryonegrow
out their hair?
By Henry Crespi
I decided to grow out my hair during the pandemic and I?ve found that
I'm not alone in this practice. All
sorts of people, from my friends to
celebrities like Seth Meyers let their
hair go wild. What about the pandemic makes us want to return to a
60s/70s look?
The main obvious reason for most
might be that barber shops were
closed down since they weren?t considered essential businesses. But is
this really the main reason behind
why we let our hair go wild? Many
have said that they?ve grown their
hair out partially because they had no
access to a barber, but they also say
that they want to ?experiment? and
?try something? new. With most being confined to their homes, people
have been looking for new things to
try out during this new allotted
amount of free time. It could be
learning from how to cook and paint
to trying out that supposedly ?goofy?
hairstyle you?ve always wondered
what it would look like on you.
Amidst the pandemic while you?re at
home you?re free to do whatever you
want. Nobody is going to judge your
hairstyle and you can explore whatever you want.
The pandemic, as terrible as it is
has created this newly found free time
and isolated setting that fostered so
many to try out new things. It could
be from growing out your hair to
anything you?ve never tried and you
always had that interest that was
trumped by your other obligations
that no longer exist because of the
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pandemic.
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Senior Spotlight:
SkyeHelfant

Restaurant: Main Moon

By Dora Ammerman

Class: Government

Clothing: T-Shirt
Holiday: Christmas

Store: The World Wide Web
Drink: Water
What do you prefer?
Dogs or Cats- Dogs
Netflix or Youtube- Youtube
Lord of the Rings or Game of
Thrones- ?Lord of the Rings?
Nike or Adidas- Nike
Skye Helfant, an accomplished HCS
long distance runner, is extremely involved in school activities. Between
tech club and NHS, he keeps busy
editing any video that comes his way.
In the fall, Skye plans on studying in
the Netherlands at Utrecht University.

Favorites
Movie: ?Fight Club?
TV show: ?Breaking Bad?
Book: ?Artemis Fowl?
Song: ?Myself? by Bazzi
Food: Meat
Condiment: Mayonnaise
Season: Summer
Color: Black
Video Game: ?League of Legends?
Place: Colgate Field House
Ice Cream: Moose Tracks

Would you survive in an apocalypse?
?I

think around 8 months?
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AlbumReviewof the
Week: NovoAmor's
Cannot Be,Whatsoever
By Ben Pollock
Novo Amor, a Welsh singer/songwriter and multi-instrumentalist, released his new album, Cannot Be,
Whatsoever, on November 6th of
2020. Novo Amor very impressively
acts as his own sound engineer and
producer, and his music strongly resembles that of Bon Iver, the band
headed by Justin Vernon that pioneered a unique approach to indie folk
music beloved by many. Cannot Be,
Whatsoever is Novo Amor?s third fullfledged album, preceded by Heiress in
2017 and Birthplace (From which
came the song "State Lines" that was
featured in the award-winning movie
Five Feet Apart) in 2018. Novo Amor
also has three EP?s entitled Bathing
Beach, Woodgate, NY, and I Feel Better.
I have been a huge fan of Novo
Amor since early March of 2019 when
I first heard his music featured in Five
Feet Apart. It was truly like nothing I
had ever heard before, and the charm
his music emanated was incredibly
emotionally moving. This charm is as
present as ever in Cannot Be, Whatsoever. It is very typical for artists to
burn out as they produce more music,
which frequently results in a noticeable decline in quality from album to
album. This is, luckily, in no way the
case with Novo Amor?s releases. Each
album is different but equally as beautiful, and this latest release shows the
artist?s musical growth and evolution.
On all of Novo Amor?s previous releases, the vocals were done in
falsetto, but Cannot Be, Whatsoever
contains a perfect mix of falsetto vocal
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harmonies and the artist?s deep, natural voice. Each song on this album
will surely make you feel exactly how
the artist felt while writing the songs.
The instrumentals on this album?s
tracks are truly majestic. The orchestrally formed chords paired with electronic drums and the occasional synthesized instrument make this album
standout. Every song is different but
still recognizably unique to Novo
Amor?s style. If you enjoy Indie, Pop,
or alternative music, you will be sure
to love this album!
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'Star Wars:
TheMandalorian' Season
2TVReview
By Ben Coddington
Picture this: it?s a Friday morning, it's
almost the weekend, you roll out of bed
and hop on your 8 AM class, the entire
time eagerly counting down the minutes
until the clock strikes 8:52 (sorry Mr.
Rose). Finally, upon reaching the end of
the period, you quickly sign out of your
Google Meet, hop out of bed, speedily
make yourself breakfast, and turn on
the newest episode of ?The Mandalorian.? That was me every Friday, starting October 30th until December 18th
when the season (unfortunately) concluded. Ever since the first season debuted in 2019 as the first live-action
Star Wars television series, viewers
quickly realized that there was something special about experiencing the
magic of ?Star Wars? from the comfort
of their own homes; something longtime fans would have never thought
possible 44 years ago. That same
unique experience is preserved with the
show's second outing.
In Season Two, after defeating
Moff Gideon and his forces, Din Djarin
sets out once again, with the Child, into
the lawless galaxy in search of other
Mandalorians who, hopefully, have information on where he can find a Jedi.
His goal is to reunite the force-sensitive
child with a Jedi because they will
know how to properly take care of and
train him. However, unbeknownst to
Din, Moff Gideon survived the TIE
fighter crash at the end of the first season and has the Darksaber. With the
fragments of the fallen empire?s forces
at his back, Moff seeks the Child to use
for his evil schemes.
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I was surprised that ?The MandaloThis is the way.
rian" Season Two improved on pretty
much every aspect of the first season?s
shortcomings and was possibly the
most innovative Star Wars' media to
Continue to B6 for the FULL
come from Disney yet. Season Two de- SPOI LER Episode Ranking
livered a more cohesive 8-episode arc
filled with non-stop action, was a much
needed weekly distraction from the
cursed year that was 2020, and successfully set up three spin-off series. Additionally, it turned out that series creators
Jon Favreau and Dave Filoni had one
last trick up their sleeve with the jawdropping surprise cameo that was saved
for the season finale.
One of the major gripes I had with the
first season was how the writers seemed
to hop between serial and episodic storytelling, making the overall plot of the
season feel somewhat messy. In one
episode we would be learning more
about the larger narrative, such as the
reasons behind the Empire?s interest in
the Child or more of Din Djarin?s backstory, and then the next Mando would
have a new side quest of defending a
random village from raiders. I did not
enjoy this form of filler, and it made the
middle of the season drag a bit. However, in the show?s second season, the
showrunners ditched the episodic drag
for a more serial nature. Telling a singular interconnected story throughout
the season helps to increase the viewer's
perception of narrative progression and
keeps them more engaged with the
main plot.
?The Mandalorian" Season Two improved on its predecessor in almost
every way. The return of characters that
all fans know and love from previous
?Star Wars? content, as well as a great
narrative that takes the viewer to new
and lived-in worlds, makes for an exceptional second entry to the series. The
Emerald Press official score for ?The
Mandalorian Season 2? is a 9.5/10.

.
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CovidKeepingDancers
ontheir Toes
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ence, as dancers could continue to
work, and many new people were
exposed to ballet for the first time.

By Ella Kenyon

Cancellations have been a natural
part of Covid, but one of the most affected has been ballet, and dance in
general. Most performances by major
ballet companies are centered around
a large number of dancers, such as
The Nutcracker, and Swan Lake,
which is why Covid has become an
even greater struggle for large companies.
Livestream performances have become the alternative for The Washington Ballet Company and others,
which became a financial success.
Louisville Ballet is looking to use a
paid approach by using digital subscriptions that start at $125.
Despite an amount of success seen
in some companies, one issue that
many are facing is lack of interest.
People are becoming less likely to
watch a live, Covid-safe performance, because of the same performances that are offered on platforms
such as Netflix, Hulu, and Disney
Plus. This is a problem for many
companies that they could continue
to see even after the pandemic.
Plans for the future are in the
works for some companies like City
Ballet of San Diego, who say that for
live, in person performances, small
venues and fewer amounts of dancers
will be key in re-opening. Many European ballets have already employed these strategies, but instead
split into small groups and performed
in places like schools and elder
homes. This was found to be beneficial to both the dancers and the audi-

.
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Poem/Proseof theWeek
By Ben Pollock

In every edition of ?Poem/Prose of
the Week,? an excerpt of a professionally published poem will be followed by a poem or prose piece written by me, Ben Pollock. I hope to
expose readers to new poets while
also sharing my own creative ventures. Enjoy!

Book Title: The Crossover by
Kwame Alexander:
Excerpt of "This Is Alexis -- May I
Please Speak to Jordan?"

?Identical twins
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pose.
The majority of the gravel?s intrinsic beauty had faded the second it
was forcibly extracted from its resting place, but it?s humble charm, the
unique stories present in every speck
of sediment, remained at least somewhat intact for anyone who cared
enough to perpend them.
Beneath this gravel, of course,
were the artifacts of decades even
further gone. Green, not industrial
gray, once colored the landscape.
Vibrant, rejuvenating, vivacious
green.
Earth?s pigment from a time when
the land was virgin to man?s selfserving touch.

are no different

What once served the needs of the
sprawling many

from everyone else,

Now serves the needs

except we look and

Of the

sometimes sound

Selfish

exactly alike.?

Few

Concrete Over Paradise by Ben
Pollock:
The flatland was now covered with
a layer of cement, entirely man made
and constructed of a perfectly calculated ratio of materials, and this cement, of course, lay atop a slightly
more natural sheet of gravel placed
in decades prior.
The gravel that once graced the entirety of this land?s surface was natural strictly in the sense that it
formed through cyclical forces of
time, and was not designed --created- by man to serve some arbitrary pur-

.
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SPOILERS:Episode
Rankingfor 'Star Wars:
TheMandalorianSeason
2'
By Ben Coddington
(Disclaimer - This list is not the 'r ight
list', it's j ust our list. Opinions may
var y.)

8. " Chapter 10: The Passenger "
The second episode of this season is
also definitely the weakest. For the
majority of Season Two, the plot
seems to advance further with each
episode, but for some reason, they
decided that this one episode would
revert to one-off stories of season
one chapters 4-6. In this edition of
the adventures of Mando and the
child, they must help a frog lady
transport her and her eggs across the
system from Tatooine to the moon of
Trask where her husband is waiting.
Chapter 10 is slower in pace and not
much happens. After a brief chase
with some ?X-Wings," the trio crash
lands on an ice planet full of scary
ice spiders. Overall, the episode feels
more like filler and less like a story
that advances the plot any further.
7. " Chapter 12: The Siege"
In Chapter 12, Mando and the Child
stop for ship repairs and reunite with
Greef Karga and Cara Dune on the
planet Nevarro. While he is there he
finds out that there are still Imperials
held up in a base not too far away.
He agrees to help his allies destroy
the Imperial base. It's an enjoyable
episode, and it's good to see Karga
and Dune again, but it's certainly not
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the strongest entry in the series. It
definitely would have felt like another filler episode if it was not for
the revelation that the reason the
Empire is interested in the Child is
for his force-sensitive blood for what
seems to be cloning purposes. It
seems the showrunners could be
hinting at how Emperor Palpatine returned from the dead through cloning
in ?The Rise of Skywalker.?
6. " Chapter 14: The Tr agedy"
Poop hits the fan in this episode.
Mando takes Grogu to the seeing
stone on Tython in an attempt to help
him connect to other Jedi, but things
begin to go awry when Boba Fett
shows up with Fennec Shand to reclaim his armor. Din and Boba have
a small standoff until they are interrupted when the Empire also shows
up to kidnap Grogu. When this
episode came out, all I saw was
praise for it, which I did not really
understand. I feel like people were
inclined to overlook the lack of substance in this episode due to their excitement over the return of Boba. For
starters, this episode is only about
thirty minutes long, but fifteen of
those minutes are devoted to the
mindless slaughter of laughably incompetent stormtroopers at the hands
of Boba and Fennec. Sure, it was
cool to see Boba in action, but it was
kind of hard for me to believe that
ten storm troopers with ranged
weapons would let a man armed with
a giant club walk up and bludgeon
them. In ?Star Wars,? storm troopers
have always been incompetent, but
this episode took that to new heights.
The episode ends with Grogu being
taken by Moff Gideon?s dark troopers, something that could have been

avoided if Mando had not conveniently forgotten his jet pack at the
bottom of the mountain. Other than
that, this episode is simply extremely
predictable and probably would be
my least favorite of the bunch if
Boba Fett wasn't so darn cool.
5. " Chapter 9: The M ar shall"
Season 2 kicked off with ?Chapter 9:
The Marshall,? in which Mando and
the child head back to Tatooine after
receiving a tip that a Mandalorian
might be there. Of course, as soon as
that was revealed the minds of
everyone watching immediately
yelled ?Boba Fett!? I certainly had a
feeling that the showrunners were
going to bring Fett back after the
ending scene of last season?s ?Chapter 5: The Gunslinger,? but I was
keeping my expectations low up until
that moment. Chapter 9 is the longest
episode of ?The Mandalorian? to
date and almost feels like a minimovie, with the battle with the Krayt
Dragon shot entirely in IMAX being
the highlight of the episode. Boba
Fett?s return was also awesome, although it begs the question of "why
did he only start to come after his armor once it was in Mando?s possession?" It?s been six years for goodness sake, why did he only just come
looking for it now?

Continued on the next page...
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Continued...
4. " Chapter 11: The Heiress"
Chapter 11 is when Season Two really starts to establish a flow. Mando
and the Child are saved by Bo-Katan,
a character that ?Clone Wars? fans
recognize who is also a Mandalorian
leader on a quest to reclaim the
Darksaber from Moff Gideon. After
helping his fellow Mandalorians pull
off an incredible heist, stealing imperial weapons from a ship filled
with stormtroopers, Bo-Katan informs Mando that she knows the location of the Jedi known as Ahsoka
Tano. It's a turning point in the series
because it links ?Star Wars: The
Clone Wars? with ?The Mandalorian,? showing how interconnectedeverything is.
3. " Chapter 15: The Believer "
Before they can rescue Grogu,
Mando must first find him. Therefore, Cara and himself recruit
Mayfeld, a character that viewers
recognize from last season who is an
ex-imperial, to help locate Moff
Gideon's cruiser. One sequence is full
of action that feels reminiscent to
that of ?Indian Jones,? Mando takes
his helmet off showing how much his
character has grown from the first
season, and has one of the most intense scenes in the series that ends in
an epic shootout. Chapter 15 is
everything an episode of ?The Mandalorian? should be.
2. " Chapter 16: The Rescue"
LUKE FREAKIN?SKYWALKER!!!
In the season finale, Mando and the
rest of the crew board Moff Gideon's
ship, with Mando determined to rescue Grogu and Bo-Katan looking to
reclaim the Darksaber. However,
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when Mando reaches Grogu?s cell,
he finds Gideon there as well. Mando
manages to defeat Gideon, disarming
him, and taking the Darksaber. However, unknown to Mando, this action
unintentionally makes him the rightful owner of the Saber and therefore
the ruler of Mandalore, which leads
to tension between Bo and him.
However, the ordeal is put on hold
when the dark troopers return to save
Gideon and kill the intruders. However, just in the nick of time, Luke
Skywalker shows up, making short
work of the dark troopers, and, after
a tear-jerking goodbye between
Mando and Grogu, he leaves with the
Child to begin his training. The entire
sequence was a great surprise and
was certainly worth the measures the
showrunners went to, to keep it a secret.
1. " Chapter 13: The Jedi"
In Chapter 13, we are reintroduced to
Ahsoka Tano, a former Jedi who was
also one of the main characters in the
animated series ?Star Wars: The
Clone Wars.? All ?Clone Wars? fans,
such as myself, were eagerly waiting
for Ahsoka to show up in ?The Mandalorian,? and when it finally happened it was all we could have asked
for and more. Ashoka?s live-action
debut made for the best episode of
the entire series to date. Not only is
the episode full of samurai-inspired
lightsaber action and epic westerninspired gunslinging, but it also successfully set up Ashoka?s spinoff series and finally revealed to viewers
that the Child?s name is actually
?Grogu.? Chapter 13 is certainly the
most well crafted episode of the series thus far and is worthy of the
number one spot on our list.
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NFLWildCardWeekend
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger

AFC
I ndianapolis Colts @ Buffalo Bills,
27-24 Bills
The Bills narrowly avoided an early
exit, with the game coming down to
the very last play. However, the most
impactful part of this matchup was
the call directly before the last play,
when the refs handed the Colts a second chance after an obvious missed
call that would have resulted in a
turnover.
With just 50 seconds left, the Colts
were in a tough position, down by
three with a 4th and 10. Philip Rivers
threw a completion to Zach Pascal,
who, upon making the catch on the
ground, leaped up to run for extra
yards. He then was hit by Bills?defenders who forced the ball out and
recovered the fumble. This was
missed by the refs and Pascal was
ruled down. Due to office review being mandated with no challenges allowed this late in the game, the Bills
called a timeout to speak with the refs
about reviewing the previous play.
During this timeout, it became clear
that the call should have been overruled, with the Bills getting the ball.
This would have enabled them to take
two knees to end what was a much
closer game than it should have been.
However, the refs had other ideas,
sticking with their initial call and
giving the Colts another chance to
take the game. Luckily, they failed to
score, with the Bills playing tight defense to close out the game.
Baltimore Ravens @ Tennessee Titans, 20-13 Ravens
The Ravens were able to outlast the
Titans in a close, low-scoring game,
giving the MVP of last season, Lamar
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Jackson, his first playoff win. Lamar
Jackson played a huge role in the
Ravens offense this game leading not
only in passing yards but also in
rushing yards. Additionally, the
Ravens defense clamped down on
Derrick Henry, who had over 2000
rushing yards in the regular season, to
40 yards over 18 carries. The Ravens
did decide to engage in some lategame shenanigans. Following a huge
defensive stop, the entire defense
rushed over to the Titans logo to
wave goodbye to the Titans and
stomp on their logo.
Cleveland Browns @ Pittsbur gh
Steeler s, 48-37 Browns
Following their week 17 victory over
the Steelers, the Browns started out
strong, scoring an unanswered 28
points in the first quarter of the game.
Although the Steelers outscored the
Browns in the remaining three quarters, it was too late for them to make
a full-fledged comeback, and it looks
like maybe this offseason Juju will
spend more time practicing football
instead of dancing.

NFC
L os Angeles Rams @ Seattle Seahawks, 30-20 Rams
The Rams upset the Seahawks. This
win was very unexpected, as the second string quarterback the Rams were
playing got injured, forcing them to
send in Jerad Goff, who had undergone thumb surgery 12 days prior.
Luckily, this wasn?t too much of a
hindrance to the Rams, as they were
able to shut down the Seahawks explosive offense led by Russel Wilson
and also force their way through the
Seahawks defense.
Washington Football Team @
Tampa Bay Buccaneer s, 31-23
Buccaneer s
Unsurprisingly, Tom Brady and his

Buccaneers were able to secure a win
against the Washington Football
Team. The most surprising aspect of
the game was Taylor Heinicke's performance, whose first career start was
against the Buccaneers. Heinicke put
forth a performance rivaling Brady?s,
who many consider to be one of the
best quarterbacks in the league.
Heinicke had just over 300 passing
yards and a touchdown, but one play
that stood out in his performance was
an eight-yard rushing touchdown,
where he dove for the pylon and narrowly scored. As expected, Tom
Brady continued his reign in the NFL
postseason, where he was able to
avoid elimination in a game that was
probably closer than many expected.
Chicago Bear s @ New Or leans
Saints, 21-9 Saints
As expected, the Saints were able to
win against the Bears, but it was
close until the 3rd quarter when the
Saints were able to score their second
touchdown of the game. Alvin Kamara was able to play again after a
one week break after contracting
Covid-19. For someone who had not
practiced with their team for over a
week, Kamara played well with a
touchdown and 99 yards. The Saints'

offensive line put up a solid performance, limiting the Bears' usually explosive defense to just one
sack.
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Quest ion of t he Week
JANUARY 15, 2020
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"No school"

"Using my Christmas razor"

"Sleeping"

~ Skye Helfant

~ Henry Crespi

~ Ben Wilcox

What was t he
best par t of
your w int er
vacat ion?
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
"Going on a college visit that
wasn't a college visit"

"Putting together a ping pong
table and dominating my children
regularly" ~ Mr. Snyder

~ Ian Skinner

"Sleeping in"

"Taking care of my fish"

"Playing video games"

~ Mr. Houck

~ Dora Ammerman

~ Emily Holm

